Teacher Qualifications

Professional recognition: evidence required
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Australia
Canada
Gibraltar
New Zealand
USA
Austria

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*
- Letter of Confirmation – this can be requested from eu-recht@bmbwf.gv.at

Belgium

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*

Flemish region (Flanders)

If you did not obtain an educational Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in addition to the country specific evidence you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Certificate of Teaching Qualification – this can be requested from erkenning.onderwijskwalificatie@vlaanderen.be

French region

You must also provide:

- Certificate for the Practice of Teaching – this can be requested from
the General Administration of Education Directorate General of Teaching Staff, General Service of Cross-Board Affairs

German region
Awaiting confirmation

Bulgaria
You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- A formal certificate issued from the National Centre for Information and Documentation (NACID)

Croatia
You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Statement of Professional Standing
Cyprus – Awaiting confirmation

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Confirmation of your registration on the Waiting List of Teachers – this can be requested from The Cyprus Educational Service Commission Office on info@eey.gov.cy

Czech Republic

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Qualified Teacher Certificate can be requested from posta@msmt.cz

Denmark

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Letter of Recognition can be requested from The Ministry of Higher Education and Science on vur@ufm.dk

**Estonia – Awaiting confirmation**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Letter of Professional Standing

**Finland**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable

Please attach a formal statement providing consent within your application to allow the TRA to verify your teacher status with The Recognition of Qualifications Department within The Finnish National Agency for Education
France

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*
- Confirmation of Tenure, Titularisation, Appointment or Internship can be requested from the Regional or City Rector of the Academy and should include confirmation of no suspension or cancellation of teacher status

MINISTÈRE DE L’ÉDUCATION NATIONALE

Direction générale des ressources humaines
Sous-direction des études de gestion prévisionnelle et statutaires
72, rue Regnault
75243 Paris Cedex 13
France

FRANCE (AIX-MARSEILLE)

Rectorat de l’académie d’Aix-Marseille
Place Lucien Paye
13621 Aix-en-Provence Cedex 1
France

FRANCE (AMIENS)

Rectorat de l’académie d’Amiens
20, boulevard d’Alsace-Lorraine
80063 Amiens Cedex 9
France

FRANCE (BESANÇON)
Rectorat de l’académie de Besançon
10, rue de la Convention
25030 Besançon Cedex
France

FRANCE (BORDEAUX)
Rectorat de l’académie de Bordeaux
5, rue Joseph-de-Carayon-Latour
CS 81 499
33060 Bordeaux Cedex
France

FRANCE (CAEN)
Rectorat de l’académie de Clermont-Ferrand
3, avenue Vercingétorix
63033 Clermont-Ferrand Cedex 1
France

FRANCE (CORSE)
Rectorat de l’académie de Corse
Boulevard Pascal-Rossini
BP 808
20192 Ajaccio Cedex 4
France

FRANCE (CRÉTEIL)
Rectorat de l’académie de Créteil
4, rue Georges Enesco
94010 Créteil Cedex
France

FRANCE (DIJON)
Rectorat de l’académie de Dijon
2 G, rue du Général Delaborde
BP 81921
21019 Dijon Cedex
France
FRANCE (GRENOBLE)
Rectorat de l'académie de Grenoble
7, place Bir-Hakeim
38021 Grenoble Cedex
France

FRANCE (LILLE)
Rectorat de l'académie de Lille
20, rue Saint-Jacques
BP 709
59033 Lille Cedex
France

FRANCE (LIMOGES)
Rectorat de l'académie de Limoges
13, rue François-Chenieux
CS 23124
87031 Limoges Cedex 1
France

FRANCE (LYON)
Rectorat de l'académie de Lyon
92, rue de Marseille
BP 7227
69354 Lyon Cedex 07
France

FRANCE (MONTPELLIER)
Rectorat de l'académie de Montpellier
31, rue de l'Université
CS 39004
34064 Montpellier Cedex 2
France

FRANCE (NANCY-METZ)
Rectorat de l'académie de Nancy-Metz
FRANCE (NANTES)
Rectorat de l’académie de Nantes
4, rue de la Houssinière
BP 72616
44326 Nantes Cedex 03
France

FRANCE (NICE)
Rectorat de l’académie de Nice
53, avenue Cap de Croix
06181 Nice Cedex 02
France

FRANCE (ORLÉANS-TOURS)
Rectorat de l’académie d’Orléans-Tours
21, rue Saint-Étienne
45043 Orléans Cedex 1
France

FRANCE (PARIS)
Rectorat de l’académie de Paris
94, avenue Gambetta
75020 Paris
France

FRANCE (POITIERS)
Rectorat de l’académie de Poitiers
22, rue Guillaume VII le Troubadour
CS 40625
86022 Poitiers Cedex
France
FRANCE (REIMS)
Rectorat de l’académie de Reims
1, rue Navier
51082 Reims Cedex
France

FRANCE (RENNES)
Rectorat de l’académie de Rennes
96, rue d'Antrain
CS 10503
35705 Rennes Cedex 7 France

FRANCE (ROUEN)
Rectorat de l’académie de Rouen
25, rue de Fontenelle
76037 Rouen Cedex
France

FRANCE (STRASBOURG)
Rectorat de l’académie de Strasbourg
6, rue de la Toussaint
67975 Strasbourg Cedex
France

FRANCE (TOULOUSE)
Rectorat de l’académie de Toulouse
Place Saint-Jacques
BP 7203
31073 Toulouse Cedex 7
France

FRANCE (VERSAILLES)
Rectorat de l’académie de Versailles
3, boulevard de Lesseps
78017 Versailles Cedex
France
**Germany**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- Second State Examination Certificate
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*

**Berlin**

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing can be requested from the Senate Administration for Education, Youth and Family on [Senate Department for Education, Youth and Family - Berlin.de](https://www.senate.de)

**Greece**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*
- Those who have previously been employed as teachers must provide The Letter of Professional Standing. This can be requested from the Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Education at the
Hungary

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Statement of Professional Standing can be requested from the Hungarian Centre for Recognition and Information on Foreign Qualifications on info@nefmi.gov.hu
- Certificate of Good Conduct can be requested from Central Office For Administrative And Electronic Public Services (nyilvantarto.hu)

Iceland – Awaiting confirmation

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Teacher’s Licence can be requested from the Ministry of Education on leyfisbréf@mms.is
- Letter of Good Standing can be requested from the Directorate of Education on postur@mms.is
Italy

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Primary teachers should provide the 5-year BA in Primary Teaching diploma supplement
- All teachers should provide a Certificate of professional qualification as a teacher pursuant to Directive 2013/55 / EU from the MIUR Directorate General for school systems and the evaluation of the national education and training system - Office VIII

Latvia

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Letter of Reference can be requested from the Ministry of Education and Science on pasts@izm.gov.lv

Lithuania

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the
awarding university

- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Letter of Confirmation can be requested from the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport on [www.smm.lt](http://www.smm.lt)

**Malta**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Confirmation of Holding of Teacher’s Warrant (including sanctions and restrictions) can be requested from the Council for the Teaching Profession on [CTP (gov.mt)](http://gov.mt)

**Netherlands**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*
- DUO Statement of Education can be requested from the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science on [https://duo.nl/particulier/dutch-diploma-abroad/teaching-qualification.jsp](https://duo.nl/particulier/dutch-diploma-abroad/teaching-qualification.jsp)

**Norway**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*


**Poland**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*

Letter of Confirmation can be requested from the Ministry of Science and Education on [sekretariat.dko@mein.gov.pl](mailto:sekretariat.dko@mein.gov.pl)
Portugal

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- Undergraduate and post-graduate certification (as applicable) requested from the awarding university
- Transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- Initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- Identification (passport, driving licence)
- Evidence of change of name if applicable
- Certificate of Professional Qualification for Teaching (please specify the Certificate is for TRA purposes and includes sanctions) can be requested from Direção-Geral da Administração Escolar on www.dgae.mec.pt

Republic of Ireland

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- Undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- Transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- Initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- Identification (passport, driving licence)
- Evidence of change of name if applicable
- Letter of Professional Standing can be requested from the Irish Teaching Council on Registration - Teaching Council

Romania

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- Undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Adeverinta can be requested from the County School Inspectorate such as the County School Inspectorate Lasi

**Slovakia**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Confirmation of Teaching Competences can be requested from the Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic, Centre for Recognition of Diplomas on [www.minedu.sk](http://www.minedu.sk)

**Slovenia**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
Certificate of Professional Qualification can be requested from the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport on kadrisolstvo.mizs@gov.si

**Spain**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*

The Solicitud can be requested from the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training on the link below:

**Sweden**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*

Certification of Qualified Teacher Status can be requested from the Skolverket Swedish National Agency for Education on skolverket@skolverket.se
Switzerland – Awaiting confirmation

You must provide a copy of the original and a certified translation:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable
- Letter of Professional Standing
Australia

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*

Victoria

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing and Initial Teacher Training Certificate can be requested from [Home - Victorian Institute of Teaching (vit.vic.edu.au)]

Queensland

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing can be requested from [Queensland College of Teachers - Qld College of Teachers - QCT]

Northern Territory

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing can be requested from [Homepage | Teacher Registration Board (nt.gov.au)]

Western Australia

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:


Tasmania

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional
specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing can be requested from Home (trb.tas.gov.au)

**New South Wales**

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing and the Proficient Accreditation Certificate can be requested from Home (nsw.gov.au)

**South Australia**

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing and the current Certificate of Teacher Registration from TRBSA can be requested from Teachers Registration Board of South Australia (trb.sa.edu.au)

**Australia Capital Territory**

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing and Teachers’ Certificate can be requested from Home - ACT Teacher Quality Institute (tqi.act.edu.au)

**Canada**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name if applicable

**Ontario**
In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Certificate of Qualification and Registration with Good Standing (permanent) can be requested from Becoming a Teacher | Ontario College of Teachers (oct.ca)

Alberta

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Permanent Certificate can be requested from ATA - Certification (teachers.ab.ca)

British Columbia

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing can be requested from the Ministry of Education (gov.bc.ca)

Manitoba

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing can be requested from Professional Certification | Manitoba Education (gov.mb.ca)

Nunavut

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing can be requested from Certification | Government of Nunavut

New Brunswick

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Teacher 5/6 Certificate can be requested from Education and Early Childhood Development (gnb.ca)

Newfoundland and Labrador

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Professional Certificate can be
Northwest Territories

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Interim Professional or Professional Teaching Certificate can be requested from Teacher Qualification and Certification | Education, Culture and Employment (gov.nt.ca)

Nova Scotia

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Initial Teacher’s Certificate and Above - Regular can be requested from Office of Teacher Certification (ednet.ns.ca)

Prince Edward Island

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Professional/Interim Certificate 4, 5, 5a, 6, 7 can be requested from Prince Edward Island Teacher’s Certificate Application | Government of Prince Edward Island

Quebec

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Brevet d'enseignement or Teaching Diploma can be requested from Obtaining or renewing a teaching licence | Gouvernement du Québec (quebec.ca)

Saskatchewan

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:

- Letter of Professional Standing and Permanent (Professional A) Certificate can be requested from Home (sptrb.ca)

Yukon

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:
- Letter of Professional Standing and Permanent or Professional Certificate can be requested from Department of Education | Government of Yukon

**Gibraltar**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*
- Letter of Professional Standing and GQTS Certificate can be requested from gqts@education.gov.gi

**New Zealand**

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:

- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate
- identification (passport, driving licence)
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*
- Letter of Professional Standing can be requested from Home :: Teaching Council of Aotearoa New Zealand
USA

You must provide a **copy of the original** and a **certified translation**:  
- undergraduate and post-graduate certification requested from the awarding university  
- transcripts of degree (diploma supplement)  
- initial teacher training (ITT) certificate requested from the awarding body of the ITT certificate  
- identification (passport, driving licence)  
- evidence of change of name *if applicable*  
- Letter/Statement of Professional Standing

**New York**

In addition to the country specific evidence, you must also provide regional specific evidence:  
- Professional Certificate can be requested from the competent authority by state